Sewing Station Instructions by Pam Hill
Supplies:
22” x 22” (Wider for the large machines.)
Double-sided Quilted Fabric
or
2 pieces of Cotton fabric and Thin Fusible
Batting to Quilt Your Own
22” (or width of fabric) ¼” Elastic
1 pkg Extra Wide Single Fold Bias Tape
or 3yds of 1 ½” strips
9” x 17” Plastic Waffle Shelf Liner
Thread
6” Velcro (optional)
Creating Double-Sided Quilt
1. Cut your fabric and batting.
2. Make a sandwich fusing your batting to one of the pieces of fabric. With
one way designs make sure the back is going in the opposite direction of the
front.
3. Quilt using lines, embroidery designs or quilting around designs in the
fabric.

Making Pockets
1. Bind what will be the top of the pockets. Bottom edge of the front.
2. Turn up 5” of the bound side. Baste sides.
3. Place elastic just below binding and stretch slightly. Tack ends.
4. Mark pocket placement. Be sure to mark center of the pocket. Pocket
width is up to you.
5. Sew pockets.

Binding & Backing
1. Bind all three sides, mitering corners, turning up ends.
2. On the back place shelf liner ½” below binding, centering it
between the sides.

Closures (optional)
Add before making pockets.
Ties: 20” by 1” bias Tape
1. Sew into ¼” tie turning ends under.
2. Cut in half.
3. Sew on the back of each side at edge 9” from the
bottom raw edges aligned.
Binding will cover them.
Velcro: 6” piece double-sided Velcro
1. Cut 2 – 1” Loop pieces and 1 - 4” Hook piece.
2. Sew each Loop pieces 9” above bottom edge on the back ¾”
from the side.
4. Attach Hook pieces to both sides when folded.

Variations
For Tech/Jewelry Roll Up :
Sew any configuration of pockets and attach 15” ties to the same side. If the items are not too bulky it
will roll up.
Computer Station Mat:
Sew shelf liner to both sides. Tack by hand or with glue.

